Removal and Replacement of Mercury Switch in Ford Hood and Trunk Lighting Assembly

1. Remove wiring clip from back of assembly by sliding a screwdriver under clip and sliding clip back.

2. Remove bulb.

3. Compress front two-part arrow shaped leg near bulb with screwdriver and pull out of mounting hole.

4. Slide the slotted center mounting assembly off plastic brace.

5. Slide screwdriver between two-part case at rear of assembly to open rear latch.

6. Move screwdriver to position shown and apply upward motion to pop front latching leg out.

7. Use screwdriver to pry out mercury switch.

8. Place ball-bearing switch in position with same orientation.

9. Snap the two-piece casing together.

10. Put the assembly back in place by reversing steps 4, 3, 1 and 2.